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Introduction

Capacitive Interface Circuit

Capacitive touch sensors are commonly used
for human control interfaces. Being a nonmechanical system, they do not wear out like
mechanical switches and are relatively low
cost.

The circuit in Figure 2 is used to sense
changes in capacitance of an external touch
pad interface. An inverter in GreenPAK drives
an external feedback resistor to the input,
causing an RC oscillation. The GreenPAK
internally executes an algorithm based on
changes in RC oscillation frequency to
determine if a human finger touched the
sensor.

Capacitive touch systems do have their
challenges however: the objective is to sense
very small changes in capacitance and
reliably give a definitive output, giving the
user the equivalent to the “click” of a
mechanical push-button.
Capacitive touch sensors are often required
to be under layers of protective materials, so
the
effective
change
in
the
sensed
capacitance could be quite small – on the
order of a pF or so.

For an effective sensor, the change in
frequency must be non-negligible. Hence the
resistor should be chosen such that the RC
time constant is much larger than the
internal propagation delays, but small enough
for an adequately fast response.

Figure 1. Circular Capacitive Touch Pad

Figure 1 shows a common sensor layout for a
non-contact
touch
sensor.
Rounded
geometries help distribute the electric fields
evenly unlike angular shapes which can
concentrate electric field at the corners. The
conductive plates lie flat to allow a significant
portion of the electric field to arch out into
the air, maximizing the volume in which a
human finger can effectively interfere.
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During
layout,
minimize
any
stray
capacitances (such as trace and ground
capacitance from the sensor to the GPAK) as
they only add to total capacitance and thus
decrease sensitivity.
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In this improved design, the GreenPAK
compares the RC oscillation frequency with
itself, not a reference RC. Using a differential
instead of absolute measurement eliminates
the need for a reference RC. Not only are
fewer external components needed, we get
more robust performance with less variables
to account for.
Figure 2. Capacitive Interface Circuit

GPAK Design: Improving
Sensing Algorithm

The improved algorithm can be implemented
with any chip in the GPAK4 family. We are
using a SLG46140 in this example.

the

In a previous application note, AN-1077
Capacitive Touch Button Sensor, the
GreenPAK algorithm involved comparing the
RC oscillation frequency with a reference RC.
The issue with that design lies with
guaranteeing performance over temperature,
voltage, and part to part variation.

Implementation
In order to compare the current value with
the previous value, we use the FSM counter
to count up one cycle and count down the
next. If the frequency did not change, then
the difference would be close to zero. If there
was a change, then the difference would be
non-zero (positive for touch on and negative
for touch off).

Figure 3. PAK Design Block Diagram
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The initial finite state machine FSM counter
value is set to 128 (half of 255, the digital
comparator’s max value). Therefore, the
differential measurement would result in a
counter value is greater than or less than
128.
After the differential measurement phase, the
digital comparators check for a positive >128
+ α or negative <128 – β value, where α and
β are user-defined for hysteresis. If either
comparator detects an event, the output will
toggle to the corresponding state.
For example, during the count up phase, the
sensor resonates at 100kHz. But during the
count down phase, the user touches the
sensor and the input frequency decreases to
80kHz. If the input to the digital comparators
is greater than 128 + α, the output goes
high, signifying a touch on event. Similarly, if
the opposite happened and the input to the
digital comparators is a value below 128 - β,
then DCMP’s output (OUT+) becomes low,
signifying a touch off event.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 depicts the sequence of
events for “no touch”, “finger touch on” or
“finger touch off (release)” detection. At the
first wake cycle, the FSM Counter Data
increases at each rising clock of the capacitor
input, then proceeds to sleep. At the next
wake cycle, the FSM Counter Data decreases
at each rising clock of the capacitor input and
then proceeds to sleep.
Before the next Wake cycle, the FSM counter
data is compared to two digital values, the
touch ON threshold and the touch OFF
threshold. Once the comparison is complete,
the counter values are reset to the initial
value and the cycle repeats. If a Touch ON is
detected, meaning the counter value is above
the touch ON threshold, the wake/sleep is
bypassed, and the part stays awake until a
Touch OFF is detected. This prevents the
output from being “stuck on” due to a missed
Touch OFF event.

Steps:
1. Wake. FSM counts up for 5ms
2. Sleep. FSM keep for 45ms
3. Wake. FSM counts down for 5ms
4. Sleep. FSM keep for 45ms
5. Compared and Reset
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Case 1: No Touch

Case 2: Finger Touch On

At the undisturbed frequency, the FSM
counter Data at step 5 is equal to the initial
value.

Due to the presence of a Finger, the FSM
Counter Data at step 5 is greater than the
touch ON threshold. This is because the
counter counts down fewer times than it
counted up. The result is a positive difference
between the starting and ending value.

Figure 4. No Touch sequence of events (case 1)

Figure 5. Touch On sequence of events (case 2)
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Case 3: Finger Touch Off (release)
When touch is released, the FSM counter
data at step 5 is less than the touch OFF
threshold. This is because the counter counts
down more times than it counted up. The
result is a negative difference between the
starting and ending value.

A “smart” wake sleep was implemented
where a touch on would keep the oscillator
circuit running constantly until there is a
touch off event. This essentially increases the
sensitivity to touch off and less to touch on.
If there is a touch off event, then the system
will resume the normal wake sleep cycle.

Figure 6. Touch Off sequence of events (case 3)

Design considerations:
Sleep and Resolution

Wake

Capacitive
touch
sensors
are
active
components which need to constantly
monitor its input. This can consume a
significant amount of current if it’s running all
the time. To achieve a longer battery life,
PAK needs to turn on and off the capacitive
touch interface in a wake sleep fashion. For
this design, we used the setup in Figure 7 to
gate the oscillator circuit at 50ms per cycle
and a 5ms wake.
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The wake sleep periods can be changed as
pleased, but it is important to keep the
resolution in mind. A longer wake means a
greater amount of resolution at the cost of
current. To calculate resolution, multiply the
wake period by the input frequency. For
example, if the input frequency is 100kHz
and wake period is 2ms, then the total
resolution is 200 counts per sample.
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Figure 7. Wake Sleep Period and Smart Wake Sleep Override

Design considerations:
Comparators

Digital

Lastly, the hysteresis α and β values for the
digital comparators are chosen through an
iterative design process. To get a quick
estimate, factor in the wake sleep period and
above calculated resolution. The percent
frequency change can be calculated by
measuring the input frequency before and
after touching the sensor.

For example, if the resolution is 200 counts
per sample, and the expected percent
frequency change is 5% from 100kHz to
110kHz, then the calculated Delta Range is
20 pts. Therefore, Touch on and Touch off
would be roughly 148 and 108. This would
provide hysteresis between detecting button
press and release in order to avoid false
button presses.

Bench Results
Notice that the circuit stays awake while a
touch is detected. The touch out signal goes
high and stays high. When the finger leaves
the sensor and GPAK detects a Touch off
event, we enter wake/sleep mode and the
output goes back low.
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Channel
1
(yellow/top
(Feedback to Touch)

line)-

PIN#3

Channel 2 (dark blue/2nd line): PIN#7 (Touch
Out)

Conclusion
An improved capacitive touch sensing
algorithm using relative thresholds instead of
absolute can be implemented with any
GPAK4 device. The solution minimizes
external circuitry while achieving more
reliable performance that is less sensitive to
component and environmental variations.

Figure 8. Waveform Capture of GPAK
outputs Touch Out, and internal inputs
Wake Sleep

Figure 9. Prototype of Touch Sensor
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